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1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn the ‘‘Monstrous Moonshine’’ paper CoN Conway and Norton ob-
served empirically that a modular function could be assigned to each
conjugacy class of M in such a way that the Fourier coefficients of these
functions were apparently characters of M. They also noticed that the
power maps of Monster elements seemed to correspond to certain identi-
ties relating these functions; these identities came to be known as replica-
tion formulae. Later it was discovered that similar replication relations and
power maps seemed to hold for a wider class of modular functions. At the
time, all of these correspondences were conjectural.
In this paper we shall give a proof of the replication formulae and
<related results for a class of modular functions which we call n h-type; this
class includes all of the ‘‘Monstrous Moonshine’’ functions and many
others as well.
Connections to other results. There is some overlap between the present
paper and several other recent papers; here is a brief list of the related
papers.
After I proved the results in this paper, I received a copy of Koike’s
w xpreprint Koi , which proves many of the same results. He proves that
<n h-type functions are completely replicable, using a method of coset
decompositions which can be shown equivalent to the lattice method used
here. He also proves several of the same subsidiary results such as the
compression formulae. Unfortunately, Koike’s preprint does not seem to
 w xhave been published even though it came out several years ago. In Fer2 ,
I claimed that Koike’s proof was incomplete. I now withdraw that claim; I
.had misread part of his preprint.
The lattice presentation of the standard Hecke operator T describedn
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< w xA complete list of n h-type groups of genus zero can be found in Fer1 .
This list also contains a variant sort of group in which some of the qe’s
are replaced by qe’s. These groups are also completely replicable, and
satisfy suitably modified power-map rules and compression formulae; this
can be proved by minor modifications of the proofs given here.
w xIn the preprint CuN , Cummins and Norton prove that all Hauptmoduls
of a certain type are replicable though not necessarily completely replica-
.ble . Their proof works for a much wider class of functions than this proof;
however, they do not specify what the replicates are. For this reason, their
proof cannot be used in Borcherds’ construction of the Monster Lie
algebra, as described below.
Finally, we mention the proof of the original Moonshine conjectures,
w xwhich follows from Borcherds’ construction in Bor of a Lie algebra acted
on naturally by the Monster. The traces of these actions are some set of
completely replicable functions, since they satisfy Norton’s bivarial form of
the replication formulae. Borcherds then uses the result of this paper or
w x  . w xthat of Koi that the modular functions J z , as listed explicitly in CoN ,m
are completely replicable. He verifies that the coefficients a , a , a , and1 2 3
w xa of the two sets of functions are identical. As observed in ACMS , any5
replicable function is completely determined by the values of a , a , a ,1 2 3
and a for itself and its replicates. So this is sufficient to prove that all of5
the a are identical, that is, that the Monster Lie algebra has as traces then
 .functions J z .m
Note that this method works only if the replicates are known. Other-
wise, coefficients up to a would need to be checked; see the appendix to23
w x .CuN .
O¨er¨ iew. In Section 1, we summarize some background material, and
prove a few simple results concerning modular groups. In Section 2, we
 .work with Hauptmoduls of groups G N , defining and proving the replica-0
ˆtion formulae in terms of the twisted Hecke operator T . We then extendm
<these methods to general n h-type groups in Section 3.
1.1. Modular Groups and Hauptmoduls
w xWe begin with a brief review of some notation and results from Fer1 .
 .We consider subgroups of PSL R of the form2
a brh
<G n h s a, b , c, d g Z, ad y bcnrh s 1 .0  5 /cn d
and
<  < :G n h q e , e , . . . s G n h , w , w , . . . , .  .0 1 2 0 e e1 2
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where the w ’s are Atkin]Lehner involutionse
ae brh 2w s a, b , c, d g Z, ade y bcnrh s ee  5 /cn de
 4  .and e s 1, e , e , . . . is a subgroup of Ex nrh , the group of exact, or0 1 2
 .2Hall, divisors of nrh under the operation e) e9 s ee9r e, e9 . When
 .  .h s 1, we simplify the notation by writing G N or G N y for the base0 0
group, and W for the Atkin]Lehner involutions. We write G to denoteE
 .  .the group G 1 s PSL Z .0 2
<We shall restrict our attention to groups for which h 24; in this case
 < .  .  w xG n h q e , e , . . . normalizes G N , where N s nh. See CoN for0 1 2 0
.more details on this.
 < .Next, we define a homomorphism l: G n h q e , e , . . . ª C* as0 1 2
follows:
 .1. l s 1 for elements of G N , where N s nh;0
 . 2. l s 1 for all the Atkin]Lehner involutions W of G N exceptE 0
.when E has a prime divisor not dividing nrh ;
y2 p i r h 1 1rh .3. l s e for the coset containing ;0 1
" 2p i r h 1 0 .4. l s e for the coset containing , where the sign is q ifn 1
z ¬ y1rNz is present, y if not.
 .  < .The kernel of l is a normal subgroup of index h, denoted 1rh G n h q0
<e , e , . . . . We call such modular groups n h-type groups.1 2
Finally, we define a Hauptmodul of a modular group G to be a$
q ˆmeromorphic bijection f : H rGª C. Such an f is a generator for the
field of functions invariant under G. Furthermore, the groups we en-
 .counter will always contain the map z ¬ z q 1. This implies that f z can
be written as a Fourier series in terms of q s e2p i z, and that it can be
normalized to the form
qy1 q 0 q a q q a q2 q ??? .1 2
We shall call such a function a normalized Hauptmodul.
 .In general, we shall use the symbol J z to denote then < hqe , e , . . .1 2
 .  < .normalized Hauptmodul of 1rh G n h q e , e , . . . . For any function f0 1 2
<invariant under this group, we shall say f is of type n h q e , e , . . . .1 2
1.2. Moonshine and Replication
w xIn CoN , Conway and Norton made the following conjecture:
 .PROPOSITION 1.1 ‘‘Monstrous Moonshine’’ conjecture . To each ele-
 .ment m of the Monster M we may assign a certain modular function J z , inm
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 .such a way that the Fourier coefficients a m gi¨ en byk
J z s qy1 q 0 q a m q q a m q2 q ??? q s e2p i z .  .  .  .m 1 2
 .are in fact characters of M. Furthermore, the function J z is always them
 .  < .normalized Hauptmodul for some modular group 1rh G n h q e , e , . . .0 1 2
of genus zero, where n is the order of the element m. We call this group the
 .fixing group F m .
 . w x w xThe functions J z are given by an explicit list in CoN or Fer1 . Asm
noted in the Introduction, this conjecture was eventually proved by
w xBorcherds in Bor .
Using these correspondences, Conway and Norton then observed empir-
ically that the power maps for elements of M have the following simple
expression:
 . <PROPOSITION 1.2 power-map rule . If J is of type n h q e , e , . . . ,m 1 2
< X X  .  .athen J is of type n9 h9 q e , e , . . . , where n9 s nr n, a ; h9 s hr h, a ;m 1 2
and eX , eX , . . . are the di¨ isors of n9rh9 among the numbers e , e , . . . .1 2 1 2
 a.  .  .Note in particular that F m s F m whenever n, a s 1.
For general Monster elements m, Conway and Norton found replication
 .  .aformulae which seemed to relate J z to its various powers J z for allm m
w x w xintegers a. Later, in ACMS , FMN , it was discovered that many other
 . a. .modular functions f z could be assigned replicates f z which seemed
w xto satisfy these formulae. In FMN it was noted that many of the
<non-Monstrous replicable functions could be described using the n h
notation, and for these the same ‘‘power-map’’ rule held between the
 .  a..fixing groups F f and F f .
<A complete list of all Hauptmoduls of these n h-type, or Monster-like,
w xgroups can be found in Fer1 .
1.3. In¨ariance Groups of Replicates
We note here some useful properties of the fixing groups under consid-
eration. These will be used later in the proof of the replication formulae.
 w x.First we recall the following lemma for a proof see Fer1 :
a brh .  .  < .LEMMA 1.3. Let m, n s 1, and let be in G n h . Then:0cn d
<1. There exist a , b , c , d such that m c and1 1 1 1 1
a b rh a brh1 1
' mod G N . . .0 / /c n d cn d1 1
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< <2. Similarly, but with m b instead of m c .1 1
 .  .Let F f denote the subgroup of F f containing all elements with1
determinant 1. Then we can prove the following theorem:
<THEOREM 1.4. Suppose f is a Hauptmodul of type n h q e , e , . . . .1 2
<1. If p ¦ n, and if p c, then
a bprha brh g F f m g F f . .  .1 1 /  /crp n d .cn d
<2. If p h,
a br hrp .a brh  p.g F f « g F f . .  .1 1 /  /c nrp dcn d  .
<3. If p n and p ¦ h,
a bprha brh  p.g F f m g F f . .  .1 1 /  /c nrp d .cn d
Proof. Note that, in all three cases, the second matrix mentioned is
p 0 .simply the conjugate of the first by . Let H denote this homomor-p0 1
 .phism. Let l be the homomorphism used to define F f , and let z s
e2p i r h.
In case 1, we have
Hp l
< <G np h ª G n h ª C . .0 0 h
1 1rh 1 prhy1 ypl s z ¬ ¬ z /  /0 1 0 1
1 0 1 0" p "1l s z ¬ ¬ z / /np 1 n 1
l s 1 G Np ¬ G N , p ¬ 1. .  .0 0
  ..  . pSo for the matrices g in the left-hand column, we have l H g s l gp
 < 2  ..noting that, since p ¦ h and h 24, we have p ' 1 mod h . But these
 < .  < .matrices generate G np h , so this equality holds on all of G np h .0 0
  ..  .Thus l H g s 1 if and only if l g s 1, and case 1 is proved.p
 < .Note: by Lemma 1.3 we may assume that p c.
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Similarly in case 2:
Hp l9
< <G n h ª G nrp hrp ª C .  .  . .0 0 h r p
1 1rh 1 1r hrp .y1 ypl s z ¬ ¬ z /  /0 1 0 1
1 01 0"1 " pl s z ¬ ¬ z /  /nrp 1n 1
l s 1 G N ¬ G Nrp, p ¬ 1, .  .0 0
  p..where l9 is the defining homomorphism for F f . This shows, similarly
  ..  . p  .   ..to case 1, that l9 H g s l g and thus l g s 1 implies l9 H g s 1p p
though in this case, unlike the preceding one, the reverse is not always
.true . This proves case 2.
Finally, in case 3 we have
Hp l9
< <G n h ª G nrp h ª C .  . .0 0 h
1 1rh 1 prhy1 ypl s z ¬ ¬ z /  /0 1 0 1
1 01 0"1 "1l s z ¬ ¬ z /  /nrp 1n 1
l s 1 G N ¬ G Nrp, p ¬ 1. .  .0 0
  ..  .We assert that l9 H g equals 1 exactly when l g does. If h s 1 or 2p
this is trivial. If h G 3, there are two possibilities:
 .1. p ' 1 mod h and the same sign is taken at both choices. Then
  ..  .l9 H g and l g are always equal.p
 .   ..2. p ' y1 mod h and opposite signs are taken. Then l9 H gp
 .and l g are complex conjugates.
w xTables 1.1 and 1.2 of Fer1 contain a complete list of Hauptmoduls of
<n h-type. By inspection, each of the h G 3 groups listed satisfies one of
these two cases. This completes the proof.
Note that property 3 of this theorem does not hold for arbitrary
< <n h-type groups, such as 24 4y with p s 3. So our reference to the list
w xof Hauptmoduls in Fer1 is a necessary part of the proof.
By combining properties 1 and 3 of the above result, we have:
 .   p..COROLLARY 1.5. If p ¦ h, then F f : F f .1 1
<In the p h case, we can establish a related result:
1 1<   ..  .LEMMA 1.6. With notation as abo¨e, if p h, then H F f andp 1 0 1
  p..generate F f .1
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  p..Proof. Suppose g g F f . By Lemma 1.3, we can find a b such that1
 .  .g s H b . Now l9 g s 1. We saw in the proof of Theorem 1.4 thatp
  ..  . p  .l9 H b s l b , so l b must be a pth root of unity. Letp
1 1rp
d s . /0 1
 . y2 p i r p  yk .Then l d s e , so we may pick an integer k such that l d b s 1.
yk  .Then d b g F f and1
k
1 1 ykH d b s g . .p /0 1
Since g was arbitrary this completes the proof.
 .2. REPLICATION ON G N0
In this section we will state the replication formulae, and develop the
tools necessary to prove these formulae in the case where f is the
 .Hauptmodul J for G N . In some cases this can be done easily usingNy 0
the familiar Hecke operators T from the theory of modular functions,m
which restate certain sums of f ’s in terms of functions on lattices. We then
ˆdevelop a natural definition for the twisted Hecke operator T , which canm
be used to express and prove the replication formulae in all cases.
w xSome of this material is patterned after Section VII.4 in Ser ; also
w xcompare Section III.5 of Kob . A more expository presentation of these
w xresults can be found in Fer2 .
2.1. Lattices and Modular Functions: Some Preliminaries
 .We begin by characterizing G N in terms of lattices:0
PROPOSITION 2.1. Gi¨ en any lattice L ; C with basis v , v , let L s1 1 2 N
 :Nv , v . Then1 2
a b  :G N s a, b , c, d g Z, av q bv , cv q dv s L , .0 1 2 1 2 1  /c d
 :N av q bv , cv q dv s L .4 .1 2 1 2 N
This motivates the following definition:
DEFINITION 2.2. For any positive integer N, a lattice pair of type N is
 .an ordered pair of lattices L , L such that L : L and L rL ( C .1 N N 1 1 N N
 .A basis for L , L is a pair of elements v , v g C such that L s1 N 1 2 1
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 :  :v , v and L s Nv , v , and such that v rv is in the upper1 2 N 1 2 1 2
halfplane Hq.
Such a basis can always be chosen, by the structure theorem for finitely
generated abelian groups; and the Hq condition can be met by replacing
v by yv if necessary.1 1
 . <DEFINITION 2.3. Given a lattice pair L , L of type N, for any k N1 N
 .we define Ind L , L to be the unique lattice L such that L : L : Lk 1 N k N k 1
w xand L , L s k.1 k
PROPOSITION 2.4. There is a one-to-one correspondence between:
1. complex-¨ alued functions F on lattice pairs of type N which ha¨e the
scalar multiplication property
F lL , lL s F L , L .  .1 N 1 N
 .for all lattice pairs L , L and all l g C*; and1 N
q  .2. functions f : H ª C in¨ariant under G N .0
 .Sketch of proof. Suppose we are given a function f z invariant under
 .  .G N . Then, for any lattice pair L , L of type N, we can define0 1 N
v1
F L , L s f , .1 N  /v2
 .where v , v is a basis for L , L . Then F is independent of our choice1 2 1 N
 .of basis, since f is invariant under G N .0
 .  .  :  :.Conversely, given F L , L , we define f z s F z, 1 , Nz, 1 . Then1 N
 .f can be shown invariant under G N , using the fact that f depends only0
w xon L and L . For more details see Kob .1 N
2.2. Hecke Operators
Given any positive integer N, define the Q-vector space X to be theN
set of all formal Q-linear combinations of lattice pairs of type N, and
define
Xˆ s X .[N n
<n N
ˆThen any linear operator on X or X can be defined by giving its valuesN N
at each lattice pair.
q  .DEFINITION 2.5. For any m g Z , the twisted or generalized Hecke
ˆ ˆoperator T is defined on X bym N
1
Tˆ L , L s L9, L9 l L . .  .m 1 N Nm w xL : L9 sm1
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ˆ qThe twisted homothety operator R for l g Z is defined byl
1
Rˆ L , L s lL , lL l L . .  .l 1 N 1 1 N2l
 .Note that, for any lattice L9 ; L , we have L9r L9 l L ( C for some1 N n
ˆ ˆ ˆ<n N, so T and R are in X . Note also that, if we add the conditionm l N
ˆ .L9r L9 l L ( C to the sum in T , the definition becomes that of theN N m
w xstandard Hecke operator T as given in Kob .m
We can then state the following proposition, which is a generalization of
w x proposition VII.5.10 of Ser . The proof is analogous to Serre’s, and will
.not be repeated here.
ˆ ˆPROPOSITION 2.6. Our operators R and T satisfy the identitiesl n
ˆ ˆ ˆR R s R for l , m g Zl m lm
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆR T s T R for l , n g Zl n n l
ˆ ˆ ˆT T s T if m , n s 1 .m n m n
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆn nq1 ny1T T s T q pT R for p prime, n G 1.p p p p p
ˆEquivalently, we can express later T in terms of earlier ones:m
<COROLLARY 2.7. Suppose p m for some prime p. Then
¡ˆ ˆ 5T T if p mp m r p~Tˆ sm
2¢ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ <2T T y pT R if p m.p m r p m r p p
 a.4Now suppose, for a function f s J , we define its replicates fNy
according to the power-map rule. We can then easily verify the following
two properties:
< n.  .PROPOSITION 2.8. 1. For any n N, f is in¨ariant under G Nrn .0
2. For any a, f a. s f gcda, N ... In other words, we ha¨e f a. s f for all
a relati¨ ely prime to N, and similarly for the replicates of f.
< n.By property 1, for any n N, we may use f to define a corresponding
function F on lattice pairs of type Nrn, and by Q-linearity this extends to
ˆdefine F on all of X .N
Given such an f and its corresponding F, let A be any linear operator
ˆon X . Then we defineN
<  :  :f A z s F A z , 1 , Nz , 1 . .  . .  .
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ˆ ˆ< <We can now find equivalent definitions for f T and f R which dom l
not involve lattices. It is easily verified that
2 ˆ gcd l , N ..  l .<l f R z s f z s f z . .  .  . .l
ˆThe expression for T is derived using the following lemma, quotedm
w xfrom Section VII.5.2 of Ser :
 :LEMMA 2.9. Gi¨ en a lattice L s v , v and an integer m G 1, any1 2
 :sublattice of index m in L can be expressed as av q bv , dv , where1 2 2
a, b, d are integers with ad s m and 0 F b - d. Each set of ¨alues of a, b, d
gi¨ es a distinct sublattice.
ˆUsing this lemma, we find that this definition of T is equivalent to thatm
w xproposed in ACMS :
PROPOSITION 2.10.
az q b
a.ˆ<mf T z s f . . . m  /dadsm
0Fb-d
 .The standard Hecke operator T L , L includes only those terms ofm 1 N
ˆ  .T L , L which are lattice pairs of type N. In the language of modularm 1 N
ˆfunctions, T contains only the terms of T that mention f itself, ratherm m
a. a.  .than some different f . Since f s f exactly when a, N s 1, we have:
COROLLARY 2.11.
az q b
<mf T z s f . . . m  /d .adsm , a , N s1
0Fb-d
In particular, we note the following two special cases:
ˆ . < <COROLLARY 2.12. If m, N s 1, then f T s f T .m m
<COROLLARY 2.13. If p is a prime with p N, then
z z q 1 z q p y 1 .
<pf T z s f q f q ??? qf , . .p  /  /  /p p p
and
ˆ  p.< <pf T z s f pz q pf T z . .  .  . . /p p
ˆ  ..   ..It is clear that F T L , L and F T L , L are invariant underm 1 N m 1 N
any transformation which preserves L and L . Restating this in terms of1 N
f gives:
 .PROPOSITION 2.14. 1. For any m, and any f in¨ariant under G N , the0
<  .function f T is in¨ariant under G N .m 0
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ˆ<2. For any m, and any f satisfying Proposition 2.8, the function f T ism
 .in¨ariant under G N .0
2.3. Replication for G
The property of replicability can be expressed in several different ways.
w xWe use here the definition given in ACMS .
DEFINITION 2.15. Given a Hauptmodul f with Fourier series qy1 q
` i  . a q , we define P f to be the unique polynomial of degree m suchis1 i m
that
ym w xP f z ( q mod qZ q . . .  .m
 . ymIn this case we say P f has leading term q .m
DEFINITION 2.16. A function f is called replicable if there exist func-
 a.4tions f , called replicates of f , such that the m-plication formula
ˆ<mf T s P f .m m
holds for all positive integers m.
We shall refer to all such formulae collectively as the replication formulae,
and we call a function completely replicable if it and all its replicates are
replicable.
If f is a normalized Hauptmodul J , we define the replicates of f byNy
the power map rule given in Proposition 1.2. We shall show later that these
 .replicates satisfy the replication formulae. Also, if g s P f , we shallm
a.  a..define the replicate g to be the corresponding polynomial P f .m
w xWe can now prove the statement which was used in CoN as a prototype
for the replication formulae:
PROPOSITION 2.17. The function J is completely replicable, with J a. s J
for all a G 1.
ˆ<Proof. First we recall from Proposition 2.14 that J T is invariantm
ˆ < . .under G for all m. This shows that mJ T z is some rational functionm
 .of J z . Next we calculate the leading coefficients of the Fourier series for
ˆ ym ` i<mJ T , and find it to have the form q q  a q . Next we observem is1 i
that J has no poles in the upper half-plane, and the same is true for each
ˆ<of the summands in mJ T . Finally, we note that the fundamental regionm
ˆ<  .for G has no cusps on the real line. So the only poles of mJ T z ,m
ˆ < . .  .modulo G, are at z s `. Thus mJ T z is a polynomial in J z ; and,m
  ..from its Fourier series above, we see that it must be P J z .m
Now suppose we replace J by J . The first few steps in the above proofNy
ˆ<still work: mf T has the correct invariance group; its Fourier series hasm
the proper form; and it has no poles in Hq. But when N ) 1, the
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 .fundamental region for G N has cusps on the real line, and the sum-0
ˆ<mands of mf T have poles on the real line as well. So we are forced tom
check whether these poles and cusps coincide. We will need additional
techniques to do this checking; these techniques will be developed in the
next few sections.
2.4. Variable Substitutions
 .  .Suppose we want to express the transformation z ¬ az q b r cz q d
a b .in terms of lattices. We can do this by letting the matrix A s act onc d
 .a basis v , v for a lattice pair L , L . This defines a lattice homomor-1 2 1 N
phism a : L ¬ L9 for some lattice L9. In general, different choices of1
v , v will give different homomorphisms a . However:1 2
 .THEOREM 2.18. Let L , L be a lattice pair of type N, and let A be a1 N
 .matrix. Then the action of A on L , L is independent of the chosen basis1 N
 .exactly when A is in the normalizer of G N .0
 .Proof. Let v , v be a basis for L , L , and let a be the action of A1 2 1 N
 . X Xon L , L using that basis. Similarly let v , v be another basis for1 N 1 2
 .L , L , and let a 9 be the action of A using that basis. Now we compute1 N
the matrix A9 for a 9 in terms of the basis v , v . We find that A9 s1 2
Ty1AT , where T is the transformation matrix taking the basis v , v to1 2
the basis vX , vX . Since both are bases for the same lattice pair, we have1 2
 .T g G N .0
Now we want to require that a and a 9 have the same effect when
 .applied to L , L . We notice that1 N
a L , L s a 9 L , L m A ' A9 mod G N .  .  . .1 N 1 N 0
m Ty1ATAy1 g G N .0
m ATAy1 g G N . .0
The above computation was done for a specific vX , vX . Now we find that1 2
X X  .when we let v , v range over all possible bases of L , L , then T1 2 1 N
 .ranges over all elements of G N . So the above equation holds for every0
 . y1  .  .basis of L , L exactly when ATA is in G N for all T g G N , that1 N 0 0
 .is, exactly when A normalizes G N .0
One type of substitution we shall be using frequently is the Atkin]Lehner
 .involution W . This is always in the normalizer of G N ; so the precedinge 0
theorem applies, and the reader may verify that:
 .PROPOSITION 2.19. Gi¨ en a matrix W and a lattice pair L , L ,e 1 N
W L , L s L , eL . .  .e 1 N e Nr e
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<  .  .Furthermore, if k N and L s Ind L , L , let k s lm, where l, e s 1k k 1 N
<and m e. Then
W L s mL .e k l er m
2.5. Fourier Series of Hauptmoduls
We state here a few lemmas about Fourier series, which we shall use
later in computing poles.
 . ` kLEMMA 2.20. If f z s  a q , thenksk k0
`az q b
k ak r df s z a q , k /d ksk0
where z is the root of unity e2p i br d.
 .The reader can easily verify this.
LEMMA 2.21. Let f be a Hauptmodul for some modular group G, and let
a normalize G. Then
Af z q B .
f a z s .
Cf z q D .
for some A, B, C, D g C.
Proof. Since f is a Hauptmodul for G, we have the equivalence
f z s f w m z s g w for some g g G. .  .
Then we must also have the equivalences
f a z s f a w m a z s ga w for some g g G .  .
m a z s ag 9w for some g 9 g G
m z s g 9w.
 .So f a z is invariant under G, and therefore it is a rational function of
 .  .  .f z . But f a z has only one zero and one pole modulo G , so it must
take the form shown.
 .  .If a` \ ` mod G , this shows that there is no pole of f a z at z s `. In
fact:
 .   ..COROLLARY 2.22. With f , G, a as abo¨e, let g z s P f z . Then, ifm
 .  .  .a` \ ` mod G , g a z has no pole at z s `; that is, g a z has leading
term 0.
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2.6. Locating Poles and Cusps
We can now address the problem which arose a few sections ago when
we tried to prove the replication formulae for J . We want to compareNy
ˆ < . .the poles of mf T z with the cusps of the fundamental region form
 .G N , to see whether they coincide.0
w xWe begin by quoting the following two lemmas from Fer1 :
 .LEMMA 2.23. The images of ` on the real line under G N are0
a
a, cN s 1; a, c g Z; c / 0 . . 5cN
 .LEMMA 2.24. A fundamental region for G N can be chosen so that its0
cusps on the real line are
k yN N
k , N ) 1, F k F . . 5N 2 2
 .LEMMA 2.25. Suppose f s P J . Then:m Ny
ˆ<1. If p ¦ N, none of the summands of f T ha¨e poles at any real cuspp
 .of G N .0
ˆ< <2. If p N, none of the summands of f T ha¨e poles at any real cuspp
 .  .of G N , except possibly at the cusps of the form krN, where k, N s p.0
Proof. First suppose p ¦ N. The only poles of f are at ` and its images
 .under G N , so by Lemma 2.23 we have0
a
poles of f pz s a, cN s 1; a, c g Z; c / 0 4 .  . 5cNp
z q j ap q jcN
poles of f s a, cN s 1; a, c g Z; c / 0 . . 5 5 /p cN
Now we wonder whether any of these poles can take the form krN for
 .some k with k, N ) 1. Since an N is present in all of the denominators
already, it suffices to show that the numerators are all relatively prime to
 .  .N. First we observe that a, N s 1, which rules out the poles of f pz ;
 .  . and ap q jcN, N s ap, N s 1, which rules out the poles of f z q
. .j rp . This proves case 1.
<  . .Next suppose p N. The poles of f z q j rp are as before. But now
 p.  .f has invariance group G Nrp , so we have0
a
 p.poles of f pz s a, c Nrp s 1; a, c g Z; c / 0 . 4 .  . . 5cN
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 p. .We check the numerators as before. For the poles of f pz , we find
 .  .  . . a, N s a, p ; and for the poles of f z q j rp , we find ap q jcN,
.  .N s ap, N s p. Since in either case the only possible common factor is
p, this proves case 2.
<So the only cases we need to check are those with p N, at cusps of the
 .form krN where k, N s p. In these cases, several of the summands of
ˆ<pf T will have poles there, and we shall show that the residues cancel.p
 .  . 5THEOREM 2.26. Let f z s P J , and let p N. Let m be any elementm Ny
 .  .of G Nrp not in G N . Then0 0
0 if p ¦ mˆ<pf T Mz has leading term . /p ym r p <pq if p m.
 :Proof. Let m be the action of M on the basis z, 1. Let L s kz, 1k
X <and L s mL for all k N. Thenk k
ˆ<pF T m L , L .p 1 N
ˆ X<s pF T L , L .p 1 N
s F L0 , L0 l LX . N
w xL : L0 sp1
s F LX , LX q F L , pL q F L0 , pL .  .  .p N p Nr p Nr p
w xL : L0 sp1
XL0 /L , Lp p
s F LX , LX q FW L , L q F L0 , pL , . .  .p N p 1 N Nr p
w xL : L0 sp1
XL0 /L , Lp p
noting that, by the definition of M, we have LX / L but LX s L .N N Nr p Nr p
Together these imply LX / L . Also, we note that, for any L0 / LX , wep p p
have
L0 l LX s L0 l LX l LX s pL l LX s pLX .N p Nr p Nr p Nr p
Now the sublattices of index p in L are1
 :  :  :  :z , p ; z q 1, p ; . . . , z q p y 1 , p ; and pz , 1 s L . . p
X  :So L s z q k, p for some k, and the above formula becomesp
z q k z q j
 p.ˆ<pf T Mz s f q f W z q f ; .  . .  /p p /  /p p0Fj-p
j/k
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and, evaluating leading terms of Fourier series using Lemma 2.20 and
Corollary 2.22, we find
0 if p ¦ m
k m ym r p jm ym r pz q q 0 q z q s ym r p <pq if p m ,0Fj-p
j/k
2p i r pwhere z s e .
 .   ..THEOREM 2.27. Let f z s P J z . Let p be a prime such thatm Ny
2 <  .p N. Let M be any element of G Nrp . Then0
0 if p ¦ mˆ<pf T Mz has leading term . /p ym r p <pq if p m.
<  p.  .Proof. Since p N, f has invariance group G Nrp . Applying0
Lemma 2.23 we have
a
 p.poles of f pz s a, c Nrp s 1, a, c g Z, c / 0 . 4 .  . . 5cN
<   ..  .Since p Nrp, the conditions a, c Nrp s 1 and a, cN s 1 are equiva-
 .lent. So none of these poles can satisfy a, N ) 1, and none of them can
 . <exist at a cusp of f z . So we may restrict our attention to pf T .p
But by Corollary 3.10 in the next section we have
< <pf T Mz s pf T z .  . .  .p p
z z q 1 z q p y 1 .
s f q f q ??? qf , /  /  /p p p
and on evaluating Fourier series, we find the sum either has no pole if
ym r p.  < .p ¦ m , or has leading term pq if p m , as claimed.
 .2.7. Replication for G N0
Now that we have resolved the problem of finding poles and cusps, we
can proceed to prove the replication formulae for Hauptmoduls J .Ny
THEOREM 2.28. E¨ery Hauptmodul J is completely replicable, withNy
replicates as gi¨ en by the power-map rule.
ˆ<  .Proof. We want to show that mf T s P f for any f s J and form m Ny
any m. We proceed by double induction, first on N and then on m. In the
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base cases, we observe that N s 1 has already been done as Proposition
ˆ<  .2.17, while m s 1 is trivial since f T s P f s f.1 1
In the general case, we may assume the statement holds for all N9 - N,
ˆ<and for all m9 - m for the current N. By Proposition 2.14, mf T hasm
 . yminvariance group G N , and its Fourier series has leading term q . So0
ˆ<   ..the only difficulty is to show that mf T has no poles modulo G Nm 0
<except at `. Since m ) 1, we may pick a prime p such that p m, and let
l s mrp. Then, by Corollary 2.7 and the induction hypotheses,
ˆ<mf Tm
¡ ˆ ˆ ˆ< < 5mf T T s pP f T if p m .l p l p~s
 p. 2¢ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ< < < <mf T T y mpf R T s pP f T y pP f if p m. .  .l p p l r p l p lr p
Now there are four cases.
ˆ5  . <1. If p ¦ N and p m, then pP f T has no poles at any real cuspl p
 .of G N by Lemma 2.25.0
2 ˆ  p.<  . <  .2. If p ¦ N and p m, then pP f T y pP f has no polesl p lr p
ˆ .  . <at any real cusp of G N : we handle pP f T as in case 1, and we0 l p
  p..  p.observe directly that pP f has no such poles since f s f s J .l r p Ny
< 53. If p N and p m, then by Lemma 2.25 we need only check the
 .cusps of the form krN, where k, N s p. For any such cusp, there exist
a, b such that ak q bN s p. Then the matrix
a b
M s  /yNrp krp
 .  .maps krN to `, and M g G Nrp y G N . We can then use either0 0
Lemma 2.26 or Lemma 2.27, together with the fact that p ¦ l, to conclude
ˆ<that mf T has no poles at that cusp.m
< 2 <4. If p N and p m, then as in case 3, the only cusps that need
 .checking are of the form krN with k, N s p. These can be moved to `
 .  .by some M g G Nrp y G N . Again we refer to either Lemma 2.26 or0 0
ˆ<   . < . .Lemma 2.27, this time with p l, to find that pP f T Mz has leadingl p
yl r p  .term pq . Now since M is in G Nrp , which is the invariance group of0
 p.  p. .  p. .   p. ..f , we have f Mz s f z , so pP f Mz has leading terml r p
yl r p ˆ < . .pq . These two quantities cancel, so the sum mf T Mz has nom
poles at that cusp.
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<3. REPLICATION ON n h-TYPE GROUPS
In the preceding section, we proved replication for functions whose
 .invariance groups were exactly G N . We now extend these methods to0
 .deal with larger groups, which contain normalizer elements of G N .0
 .Many of these proofs are similar to though more tedious than those of
the preceding section, so some details will be omitted.
3.1. Hecke Operators and Normalizer Elements
<Consider the Hauptmodul f s J of the general n h-typen < hqe , e , . . .1 2
 .  < .group 1rh G n h q e , e , . . . . For such a group we define N s nh. As0 1 2
 .before we can identify f with a function F on lattice pairs L , L : by1 N
 .definition f is invariant under G N , and we can verify that its replicates0
are invariant under the appropriate groups:
  ..PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose f s J or P J , withn < hqe , e , . . . m n < hqe , e , . . .1 2 1 2
replicates defined by the power-map rule. Then its replicates satisfy Proposition
2.8.
a. < X XProof. We begin by noting that f is of type n9 h9 q e , e , . . . , with1 2
 .  .  .n9 s nr a, n and h9 s hr a, h . Define N9 s Nr a, N . We see that
 . <  . .a, nh a, n a, h , so that
n h nh N
n9h9 s ? s s N9.
a, n a, h a, nh a, N .  .  .  .
 .  . a.So G N9 is contained in G n9h9 , which is in the fixing group of f .0 0
<If a N, we have N9 s Nra, and this proves property 1. If a ¦ N, we can
 . Xreplace a by a, N ; this will leave N9, n9, h9, and the e ’s unchanged,i
which proves property 2.
ˆ<  .So Proposition 2.14 applies to f , and f T is invariant under G N .m 0
ˆ<We now wish to show that f T has a larger invariance group, namely,m
the same invariance group as f. To do this we investigate how lattice pairs
interact with normalizer elements. First we prove the following general
lemma:
LEMMA 3.2. Let a be any lattice isomorphism a : L ª L, and let L91
and L be sublattices of L . ThenN 1
ˆ ˆaT L , L s T aL , aL .  .m 1 N m 1 N
aT L , L s T aL , aL . .  .m 1 N m 1 N
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Proof. First we note that
1ˆaT L , L s a L9, L9 l L .  .m 1 N Nm w xL : L9 sm1
1
s aL9, aL9 l aL . Nm w xL : L9 sm1
ˆ ˆT a L , L s T aL , aL .  .m 1 N m 1 N
1
s L0 , L0 l aL . . Nm w xa L : L0 sm1
Now each aL9 is a sublattice of index m in aL, and so must be one of the
L0. And conversely, each L0 must be an aL9 for some L9; so the two sums
are equal. This proves the first equation. The second is proved in the same
 .manner, with the extra condition L9r L9 l L ( C placed on the firstN N
sum, and similar conditions placed on the other sums.
We can now apply the above lemma to the specific cases of normalizer
elements.
a brh .  .THEOREM 3.3. Let L , L be a lattice pair of type N, and A s1 N cn d
 < . <an element of G n h . If p is a prime such that p c and p ¦ h, then0
T A L , L s A9T L , L .  .p 1 N p 1 N
ˆ ˆT A L , L s A9T L , L .  .p 1 N p 1 N
a bprh .where A9 s .cnrp d
 .Proof. Let v , v be a basis for L , L , and let a be the isomor-1 2 1 N
phism of L whose action with respect to v , v is given by the matrix A.1 2
Then, by Lemma 3.2,
T a L , L s aT L , L .  .p 1 N p 1 N
ˆ ˆT a L , L s aT L , L . .  .p 1 N p 1 N
So now we need to find a matrix which expresses the action of a on a
sublattice L9 of index p in L . For the moment, we will assume that if1
<p N then L9 / L . By the structure theorem we may pick a new basisp
X X  .  X X :  .v , v for L , L such that L9 s v , pv . Since A normalizes G N1 2 1 N 1 2 0
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we may assume that A expresses the action of a with respect to vX , vX .1 2
Then the matrix of a with respect to vX , pvX is1 2
a bprh1 0 a brh 1 0 s , /  /  /0 1rp 0 p  /cnrp dcn d
which is how we defined A9 above.
<We now consider the special case when p N and L9 s L . In this casep
 :we know that L9 s pv , v , and that the matrix of a with respect to1 2
pv , v is1 2
a brhp1rp 0 a brh p 0 s . /  /  /  /cnp d0 1 cn d 0 1
Note that, by Lemma 1.3, we may assume without loss of generality that
< . < 2p b. But we now observe that, since p ¦ h and h 24, we have p ' 1
 .  .  .mod h . This implies that brp ' bp mod h and cp ' crp mod h , so
 .that this matrix is equivalent modulo G N to A9, and thus A9 can0
equally well be used to give the action of a with respect to pv , v .1 2
 < .It remains to show that A9 can be substituted for a . Since A9 g G n h ,0
 .  .we know that A9 normalizes G N ; and since all lattice pairs in T L , L0 p 1 N
ˆare of type N, the substitution is valid in the T case. In the T case, therep p
<may also be a lattice pair of type Nrp. If this is so, p N, and since p ¦ h
<  < .  . < .we have p n. Now since A9 g G n h ; G nrp h , it normalizes0 0
 .  .G nhrp s G Nrp . So we can still substitute A9 for a , and the proof is0 0
done.
 .When A is an element of the fixing group F f , we know by Theorem 1.41
 .that A9 g F f as well. So we have:1
ˆ . <COROLLARY 3.4. If f s P J , and if p ¦ h, then f T ism n < hqe , e , . . . p1 2
 .in¨ariant under F f .1
 . 5THEOREM 3.5. Let L , L be a lattice pair of type N, and let E N and1 N
p ¦ E. Then
W T L , L s T W L , L .  .E p 1 N p E 1 N
ˆ ˆW T L , L s T W L , L . .  .E p 1 N p E 1 N
aE b .  .Proof. Let A s be a W matrix for G N . Without loss ofE 0cN dE
< <   2 .generality we may assume p b and p c pick a W matrix for G p NE 0
1 0 ..  .and conjugate it by . Let v , v be a basis for L , L . Let a be the0 p 1 2 1 N
mapping obtained by the action of A on the basis v , v . Then by Lemma1 2
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3.2 we have
aT L , L s T a L , L .  .p 1 N p 1 N
ˆ ˆaT L , L s T a L , L . .  .p 1 N p 1 N
aE bp .Now the matrix for a on a sublattice of index p is either orcNrp dE
aE brp ., by a conjugation argument similar to that of Theorem 3.3. EithercpN dE
 .  .of these is a W matrix for G N . We also note that L , L is a latticeE 0 1 N
 .pair of type N, as are all of the summands in T L , L by definition ofp 1 N
T . So in the first equation we can replace every a by W unambiguously,p E
by Theorem 2.18.
For the second equation we use the additional assumption that p ¦ E.
ˆ  .Every summand in T L , L is either of type N or type Nrp. Sincep 1 N
5  .p ¦ E, we must have E Nrp . It then follows that W normalizesE
 .G Nrp , and again we can replace every a by W .0 E
Applying this to functions, it clearly follows that:
 .COROLLARY 3.6. If f s P J , and if p is a prime such thatm n < hqe , e , . . .1 2ˆ<p ¦ h and p ¦ e , then f T is in¨ariant under W .i p ei
3.2. Compression Formulae
w xEquation 1 of the following theorem was observed in CoN and called
the ‘‘compression formula’’; several variants, including Eqs. 2 and 3, were
w xproved in Koi .
 .THEOREM 3.7 Compression Formulae . Let f s J , wheren p < hqe , e , . . .1 2
p ¦ h. Then:
1. If p is one of the e , theni
z z q 1 z q p y 1 .
 p.f z s f z q f q f q ??? qf . .  .  /  /  /p p p
2. If p is not one of the e , but ep is, for some e with p ¦ e, theni
z z q 1 z q p y 1 .
 p.f W z s f W z q f q f q ??? qf . .  .e p  /  /  /p p p
<3. If ep is one of the e , for some e with p e, theni
z z q 1 z q p y 1 .
 p.f W z s f q f q ??? qf . .e  /  /  /p p p
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To prove these we first define a new operator:
DEFINITION 3.8. For any prime p, we define the compression operator
Cˆ by the formulap
1
Cˆ L , L s L9, pL . .  .p 1 N Np w xL : L9 sp1
L9rpL (CN pN
 .  .THEOREM 3.9. For any lattice pair L , L let L s Ind L , L .1 pN N N 1 pN
Then
pT L , L q W L , L if p ¦ N .  .p 1 pN p 1 pNˆpC L , L s .p 1 N  <pT L , L if p N. .p 1 pN
 .Proof. Let L s Ind L , L . In the p ¦ N case we havep p 1 pN
ˆpC L , L s L9, pL q L , pL .  .  .p 1 N N p N
w xL : L9 sp1
XL /L1 p
s L9, L l L9 q L , pL .  . pN p N
w xL : L9 sp1
XL /L1 p
s pT L , L q W L , L . .  .p 1 pN p 1 pN
<The p N case is similar, except that L rpL is isomorphic to C = C ,p N p N
which is not isomorphic to C . So the last term on the right-hand side ispN
omitted throughout.
 .COROLLARY 3.10. Let L , L be a lattice pair of type N, and let m be a1 N
 .mapping which fixes L and L s Ind L , L , where p is prime and1 Nr p Nr p 1 N
2 <p N. Then
T m L , L s T L , L . .  .p 1 N p 1 N
ˆ  .Proof. By Theorem 3.9 both are equal to C L , L .p 1 Nr p
 .COROLLARY 3.11. Let L , L be a lattice pair, and let p be prime.1 N
Then:
1. If p ¦ e,
ˆ ˆC W L , L s W C L , L . .  .p e 1 N e p 1 N
a brh .  < . <2. If A s is an element of G n h such that p c and p ¦ h,0cn d
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then
ˆ ˆC A L , L s A9C L , L , .  .p 1 N p 1 N
a bprh .where A9 s .cnrp d
ˆProof. We use the expressions for C given by Theorem 3.9. To provep
statement 1, we note that W is known to commute with both T bye p
.  w x.Theorem 3.5 and W by Theorem 2.7 of Fer1 . Similarly, statement 2 isp
w xproved by combining Theorem 3.3 with Lemma 2.6 from Fer1 .
Proof of Compression Formulae. We prove formula 1 only; the others
are proved similarly. Let F be the function on lattice pairs corresponding
q ˆto the function f on H , and let G be the composition of F and C . Then,p
by Theorem 3.9, we have
pG L , L s pF T L , L q F W L , L , .  .  . .  .1 N p 1 pN p 1 pN
or equivalently,
z z q 1 z q p y 1 .
g z s f q f q ??? qf q f W z , .  .p /  /  /p p p
 .where the function g corresponding to G is invariant under G N .0
By Corollary 3.11, if p ¦ e and f is invariant under W , so is g. Also, byi ei
  p..Corollaries 1.5 and 3.11, g must be invariant under F f , so we1
see that g has the full invariance group of f  p..
 .  .Now we know that f W z s f z . So all that remains is to show thatp
 p.  .g s f , and we do this by examining the poles of g z in the sum above.
By adding the Fourier series of the f ’s we see that g has a Fourier series
with leading term qy1, so we need only show that it has no poles
elsewhere. Since f is holomorphic on Hq it suffices to check the real line.
w xWe quote the following results from Fer1 :
 .  < .LEMMA 3.12. The fundamental region for 1rh G n h q e , e , . . . can0 1 2
be chosen such that its cusps on the real line are contained in the set
k n yn n
k , / e ; i , F k F .i 5 /n h 2 2
 .  < .LEMMA 3.13. The images of ` on the real line under 1rh G n h q0
e , e , . . . are1 2
ae n
ae, c s e ; a, c g Z; c / 0 .D  5 /cn he
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 X X 4  p.Let 1, e , e , . . . be the set of e ’s under which f is invariant. Then1 2 i
every e is either an eX or equal to eX p for some i. With this notation wei i i
list the poles of the f ’s:
ae9 np
2poles of f z s ae9 , c s e9 4 . D  / 5cnp he9
ae9p np2j a e9p , c s e9p .D  / 5cnp he9
z q j ae9 q jcn np
2poles of f s ae9 , c s e9D  5 / 5 /p cn he9
ae9p q jcn np2j a e9p , c s e9p . .D  5 /cn he9
 .  < . X XNow the fundamental region for 1rh G n h q e , e , . . . has cusps on0 1 2
 . <  . X 4the real line at the points krn k, nrh / e , ; i . We check the fouri
sets of poles to see whether they coincide with these. In the first set, since
p ¦ e9, the p in the denominator can never cancel; in the second set, the p
does cancel, but it leaves a numerator whose gcd with n is an e9. And in
the last two sets the gcd of the numerator with n must be an e9. So none
 .of these poles occur at cusps of g z , and we are done.
In the above proof, we assumed that f is a Hauptmodul. However, the
same proof can easily be generalized to deal with other functions in the
following manner:
 .COROLLARY 3.14. With f as abo¨e, let g s P J . Then:m n < hqe , e , . . .1 2
1. If p ¦ m, the appropriate compression formula still holds for g.
<2. If p m, the appropriate compression formula holds for g if the extra
  p..term pP f is added to the left-hand side.m r p
Proof. As above, except that certain sums of Fourier series give an
<extra term in the p m case.
3.3. Expanding the In¨ariance Group
We now use the results of the preceding two sections to show that
ˆ<certain values of f T have the appropriate invariance group.p
 .THEOREM 3.15. Let f s P J , and let e be one of the e ’s.m n < hqe , e , . . . i1 2
<Let p be a prime such that p ¦ h and p e. Then:
ˆ<1. If p ¦ m, then pf T is in¨ariant under W .p e
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ˆ  p.< <  .2. If p m, then the quantity pf T y pP J is in¨ariantp m r p n < hqe , e , . . .1 2
under W .e
Proof. We prove the first statement only; the proof of the second is
similar. We distinguish two cases:
51. If p e, let e s erp. Then we have
py1 z q j
 p.ˆ<pf T z s f pz q f .  .  /p  /pjs0
s f  p. pz q f  p. W z y f W z , .  .  .e e
where this substitution comes from either the first compression formula if
.  .W is present , or from the second otherwise . The last term in thisp
equation is clearly invariant under W , since W commutes with W . Soe p e p e
we need to show that the sum of the first two terms is invariant as well.
 :We rewrite the above equation in lattice form. Let L s z, 1 and1
 : <  .L s pNz, 1 , and for k N define L s Ind L , L as usual. ThenpN k k 1 N
the first two terms of the above equation become
F L , L q FW L , L s F L , L q F L , eL . . .  .  .p pN e 1 N p pN e Nre
 .  .Now W L , L s L , e pL , so replacing F by FW givese p 1 pN e p Nre e p
F pL , e pL q F eL , eL , .  .e Nre p pN
which is equal to the preceding quantity, by the scalar multiplication
property of F. So we are done.
2 <2. If p e, let e s erp as before. Then
py1 z q k
 p.ˆ<pf T z s f pz q f .  .  /p  /pks0
s f  p. pz q f  p. W z , .  .e
this time using the third compression formula. This quantity is shown to be
invariant under W , using the same proof as above.e p
 .THEOREM 3.16. Let f s P J , and let p be a prime notm n < hqe , e , . . .1 2
di¨ iding h.
ˆ<  .1. If p ¦ m, then f T is in¨ariant under F f .p
ˆ  p.< <  .2. If p m, then the quantity pf T y pP J is in¨ariantp m r p n < hqe , e , . . .1 2
 .under F f .
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ˆ<  .Proof. We first note that f T is invariant under G N by Propositionp 0
2.14. Next, we observe that
< <G n h q e , e , . . . G n h .  .0 1 2 0  :s ? W , W , . . . ,E E1 2G N G N .  .0 0
so it suffices to show invariance under two types of normalizer elements:
 .  .  < .1. elements of F f s F f l G n h , which are covered by1 0
Corollary 3.4; and
2. Atkin]Lehner involutions W , which are covered by Corollary 3.6E
<if p ¦ E, or by Theorem 3.15 if p E.
<3.4. Poles and Cusps in the n h Case
ˆ<We now develop results regarding poles and cusps of f T for generalp
<n h-type Hauptmoduls f. The method is similar to that of Section 2.6.
 .LEMMA 3.17. Suppose f s P J .m n < hqe , . . .1
ˆ . <1. If p ¦ nrh , none of the summands of f T ha¨e poles at any realp
 .  < .cusp of the group 1rh G n h q e , e , . . . .0 1 2
ˆ<  . <2. If p nrh , none of the summands of f T ha¨e poles at any realp
 .  < .cusp of the group 1rh G n h q e , e , . . . , except possibly at cusps of the0 1 2
 .  .form krn with k, nrh s p and at cusps equi¨ alent to these under W ’s .e
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 2.25, using the results of
Lemma 3.13. The details are left to the reader.
<We next prove that in the p n cases from above, the poles still cancel.
This is done by proving the analogues of Theorems 2.26 and 2.27 from the
 .previous section. Recall that F f is the fixing group of the function f ,
 .and F f is its subgroup of elements of determinant 1.1
 .  . .THEOREM 3.18. Let f z s P J z , where w is not present,m n < hqe , e , . . . p1 2
5and let p be a prime with p n and p ¦ h. Let M be any element of
  p..  .F f y F f . Then1 1
0 if p ¦ mˆ<pf T Mz has leading term . /p ym r p <pq if p m.
a brh .Proof. Suppose M s . By Lemma 1.3 we may pickc nrp d .
<a9, b9, c9, d9 such that p c9 and
a brh a9 b9rh
' mod G Nrp . . .0 /  /c nrp d c9 nrp d9 .  .
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  p..This new matrix, which we shall call M9, is in F f , because M and M91
 . <are congruent modulo G Nrp ; and since p c9, by Corollary 1.5 we see0
 .  .that M9 is also in F f . So we can write M s M9M with M9 g F f and1 1 1
 .  .M g G Nrp y G N . We also have, by Theorem 3.3,1 0 0
ˆ ˆ ˆ< < <f T M9M s f M0 T M s f T Mp 1 p 1 p 1
 .  .where M0 g F f . So it suffices to prove the theorem for M g G Nrp1 0
 .y G N .0
The proof then proceeds as in Theorem 2.26.
 .   ..THEOREM 3.19. Let f z s P J z . Let p be a prime suchm n < hqe , e , . . .1 22 <   p..  .that p n and p ¦ h. Let M be any element of F f y F f . Then1 1
0 if p ¦ mˆ<pf T Mz has leading term . /p ym r p <pq if p m.
 .  .Proof. First, we note that it suffices to consider M g G Nrp y G N ,0 0
by the reasoning in Theorem 3.18.
 p.  ..Next we show that f p Mz has no pole at z s `. Applying Lemma
3.13 to f  p. we have
ae
 p. 2poles of f pz s ae , c nrhp s e ; a, c g Z; c / 0 . .  . .D  5cne
y1  p. . y1Suppose M ` was a pole of f pz . We know that M ` has the form
 .  . a9rc9 Nrp , where a9, c9Nrp s 1 and p ¦ c9 otherwise M would be in
 ..G N . So to express this fraction in the form aercn, we must multiply0
<  .both numerator and denominator by p. Then, since p nrhp , we must
<  2  ..  p.  . < X Xhave p ae , c nrhp . But f is of type nrp h q e , e , . . . , where1 2
the eX are exact divisors of nrh which also divide nrph. This implies thati
p ¦ e for all e present in f  p., which contradicts our assumption that
 2  .. y1ae , c nrhp s e. So we conclude that M ` is not among the poles of
 p. .  p.  ..f pz , or equivalently, that ` is not among the poles of f p Mz . So
ˆ< <instead of looking at pf T we may restrict our attention to pf T .p p
The proof then proceeds as in Theorem 2.27.
3.5. The Polynomial Rule
In their explicit constructions of the Monstrous Moonshine Haupt-
<moduls, Conway and Norton expressed the n h-type Hauptmoduls with
h ) 1 as hth roots of their replicates. This happens in general, as we shall
ˆ<now prove; as a result, the values of f T can be computed directlyp
<whenever p h.
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Throughout this section we will suppose that f s J , and thatn < hqe , e , . . .1 2
p is a prime which divides h.
 . yk  .PROPOSITION 3.20. Let k be any integer. Then f z q krh s z f z ,
where z s e2p i r h.
1 krh .Proof. Since normalizes the invariance group of f , by Lemma0 1
2.21 we have
k Af z q B .
f z q s /h Cf z q D .
 .for some A, B, C, D g C. But the pole of f z q krh is at `, so C must
equal 0. So D must be nonzero, and by rescaling we may assume D s 1.
 .Then we note that the Fourier series of f z q krh has leading term
yk y1 ykz q and constant term 0. So we must have A s z and B s 0.
 .   p. . .1r pLEMMA 3.21. f z s f pz q c for some constant c.
 .  . pProof. We define the function g z s f zrp . The invariance group
p 0  ..  .of g obviously contains H F f , where H denotes conjugation byp p 0 1
 .as in Lemma 1.6. Also, using Proposition 3.20 we can see that g z q 1 s
 .g z , so that g is invariant under the map z ¬ z q 1. By Lemma 1.6, this
  p..proves that g is invariant under F f .
 .Next we check for poles. We note that f zrp has no poles modulo
  ..H F f except at `, by definition of f ; therefore the same is true ofp
 .g z . Also, if g has a pole at z , by Proposition 3.20 it also has one at0
z q 1. Again by Lemma 1.6, this shows that g has no poles modulo0
  p..F f except at `.
Finally, since g is invariant under z ¬ z q 1, it has a Fourier series in
terms of q, and using the Fourier series of f we find that
g z s qy1 q c q positive powers of q , .
 p. .for some constant c. So g is, up to a constant, the Hauptmodul f z ,
and we have
pz
 p.f z s f y c. .  /p
 .We now replace z by pz and solve for f z to give the desired result.
<   .. .    p... .COROLLARY 3.22. Suppose p m. Then P f z s P f pz .m m r p
Proof. First we suppose m s p. From the preceding lemma we know
that
p  p.f z y c s f pz . .  .
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 .The left-hand side of this equation is clearly a polynomial in f z , while
the right-hand side, when expressed in terms of q s e2p i z, has leading
yp   .. .term q . So this quantity is in fact P f z , which proves the m s pp
case.
   p... . ymIn general, note that P f pz has leading term q . Thism r p
 .quantity must be a polynomial in f z , since we know from the m s p case
 p. .  .that f pz is a polynomial in f z . So by definition it must equal
  .. .P f z .m
 .THEOREM 3.23. Suppose g s P f . Thenm
0 if p ¦ m
<pg T s  p.p < pP f if p m. .m r p
Proof. We observe that
z q k
<pg T z s g . . p  /p0Fk-p
z 0 if p ¦ m
k ms z g s  / <pg zrp if p m. .p0Fk-p
<But in the p m case we know from Corollary 3.22 that
g z s P f z s P f  p. pz , .  .  .  . .  . .m m r p
and using this identity on the last line completes the proof.
 .COROLLARY 3.24. Suppose g s P f . Thenm
P f if p ¦ m .m pˆ<pg T sp  p. <P f q pP f if p m. .  .m p m r p
  .. .Proof. Add P f z to the right side of Theorem 3.23, andm p
 p.  .. .  .P f pz to the left side. By Corollary 3.22 these are equal.m
 .  < .3.6. Replication for 1rh G n h q e , e , . . .0 1 2
We have finally developed all of the tools needed to accomplish our
<major goal, that of proving the replicability of all n h-type Hauptmoduls.
<THEOREM 3.25. E¨ery n h-type Hauptmodul J is completelyn < hqe , e , . . .1 2
replicable, with replicates as gi¨ en by the power-map rule.
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ˆ<  .Proof. We want to show that mf T s P f for f s J andm m n < hqe , e , . . .1 2
for any m. We proceed by double induction on n and m as in Theorem
<2.28. For m ) 1, we may pick a prime p such that p m, and let l s mrp.
By Corollary 2.7 and the induction hypotheses,
ˆ<mf Tm
¡ ˆ ˆ ˆ< < 5mf T T s pP f T if p m .l p l p~s
 p. 2¢ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ< < < <mf T T y mpf R T s pP f T y pP f if p m. .  .l p p l r p l p lr p
<  .If p h, this equals P f directly, using Corollary 3.24.m
ˆ < . .If p ¦ h, we note that the Fourier series of mf T z has leading termm
ym  .q , as desired; and by Theorem 3.16, it has invariance group F f . So it
  .  < . .remains to show that it has no poles modulo 1rh G n h q e , e , . . .0 1 2
except at z s `. This is done by considering four cases as in Theorem 2.28.
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